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Executive Summary

This report summarizes research conducted by ITI to evaluate the commercialization

potential of E.G.&G. Mound Applied Technologies' heat treatment process of high

strength materials. The heat treatment process increases the fracture toughness of

maraging steel. Maraging refers to a process of improving the mechanical strength of

low carbon iron-nickel alloys where a martenstic structure forms. A vacuum furnace is

necessaryfor the process. Any proprietary aspects are in the process not the furnace,

since the furnace uses off-the-shelf technology. Proprietary heat treating processes are

common, but purchase or licensing of a process is rare. We recommend no further

commercialization activities. This recommendation is based on no immediate

need for a material with higher fracture toughness than what is currently ,

available, the current low and slow growth usage of maraging steels, a highly ,1' l

fragmented heat treating market, and low likelihood of being able to

capitalize on a process trade secret.

Introduction

Our research method used telephone interviews with key people in the heat treating,

materials, and furnace manufacturing segments. An interview contact list is attached.

We identified firms with large display ads listed in the 1990 Thomas Registry under

heat treatment, vacuu.._, furnace manufacturers, and specialty metals headings.

Maraging steel end users were identified by asking t,he representatives of the above

groups to volunteer industries, firms, and individuals who currently use maraging steel.

We interviewed people responsible for material selection and heat treating at the design

and operations levels. Since Mound researchers applied the heat l,reat technology to

Vascomax 350, the premier brand of maraging steel, we focussed our analysis on

maraging steel applications and specifically usage of maraging steel 350 grade.

Indicators of commercialization opportunity included usage of mat:aging steel 350 and

expressed need by users of maraging steel. According to Mound researchers, the process



might be applied to some tool steels to achieve enhanced physical properties; however,

we did not investigate tool steels because of uncertainty of applying the technology to

other materials and resource constraints. Ir the maraging steel market would have

warranted commercialization, then the tool steel market could have provided potential

market diversification opportunities.

The remainder of this report describes the nature of demand for maraging steel, extent

of demand, competitors, environmental trends, technology life cycle, industry structure,

and conclusion.

Nature of Demand
r

Industries using maraging steel include aerospace, farm equipment, automotive, and

machinery. Existing applications include pins for Cessna landing gears, missile cases,

rocket motor cases, rocket load cells, torsion bars for lunar vehicles, piston gear racks,

dies for plow bolt heads, complex plastic molds, and aluminum die casting dies.

Applications are often unique or experimental where use of a more expensive material is

acceptable. A distributor's list price of maraging steel is $15-20 per pound (soft). Of

ali maraging steel applications, a small percentage use the highest 350 grade. Consensus ,

is maraging steel is one of the highest performance materials currently available using'_ ¢

existing heat treatment processes. For example, one technician responsible for failure

analysis at a world wide tool and die firm said rarely does a failure occur with maraging

steel; when it occurs it is likely due to a flaw in the material or user abuse. Overall,

users expressed no widespread, immediate need for a high strength steel

material with a higher fracture toughness.

Some interviewees said a heat treatment process that increased fracture toughness is

worth something. The Teledyne Vasco metallurgist was interested in enhancing

fracture toughness for ali grades of maraging steel, as long as the process did not change

any other properties. Benefits mentioned by users include extension of allowable service

life of part, possibility of thinner parts for less weight, extra safety factor, and reduced

processing cost due to no post hardening machining. Most felt new applications would

be limited because of the cost-strength or strength-weight tradeoffs. Often, other

manufacturing inefficiencies, such as high scrap or rework, are disincentives for using a

more expensive material.
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According to a manufacturer of maraging steel, high strength steel use is dependent on

the defense industry. Altho_gh, conversations with defense contractors do not support

this (work may be classified prohibiting interviewees from discussing these projects in

the discussions with ITIj. Land systems typically do not use maraging steel; they use

regular steel in greater amounts because they are not so concerned with weight.

Aerospace has some specialized applications but airplanes are less than 209_ steel by
i

weight. For example, an F-16 is 16/°7osteel half being fasteners. Most F-16 fasteners are

high strength stainless steel bolts; no maraging steel is used. A commercial 7,t7 is 8%

steel by weight (approximately 32 tons per plane); use of the highest grade of maraging

steel is nonexistent or limited. For.example, Boeing commercial uses no maraging steel

because 300M grade steel adequately meets their needs for 275-300 ksi strength and 60

ksi root inches fracture toughness. Looking at quality _surance reasons for switching,

an aerospace purchasing agent said high strength steel rejections (not meeting spec)

typically do not oecur. Therefore, there is low incentive for users to switch to a

maraging grade.

Problems mentioned by respondents that were rated as more critical that maraging steel

fracture toughness include steel homogeneity, aluminum processing, increased steel ,

corrosion resistance, elimination of copper plating to ensure no carborization, reductionq l

of post hardening machining.

Designers and materials groups decide whel, her to use maraging steel and write specs.

Specifications are distributed to buyers and heat treaters. Specifications can be military,

industry, mill, or company• Specifications commonly used tor steel include:

• MiI-S-46850D

• Mil-H-6875H
• Mil-S-6090
• ASTM-E-399-S3

The Mil-S-46850 revision D (March 1991) is the most recent and specialized for

maraging steels. Its fracture toughness minimum is 25 ksi root, inches. Interestingly,

revision C, the 1986 version introduced approximately when Vascomax 3.50 hit. the

market, gave 45 ksi root inches as the lower limit for 350 grade. Teledyne Vasco, the

mill producing the most maraging steel, petitioned the federal government to lower this

value to 25 ksi root inches. Teledyne Vasco has reported values for fracture toughness
=

for 18Ni350 up to 42 ksi root inches, but they guarantee to only 25 ksi. This change is



reflected in revision D.

MiI-H-6875H specification for heat treatment of st,eel covers four steel classes: carbon

and low alloy, martensit}c corrosion-resistant, austenitic corrosion-resistant, and

precipation-hardening and maraging steel. The 1989 revision does not include the 350

grade and uses only minimum tensile st.rength a.s its measure.

MiI-S-6090 is a process for steel carburizing and nitriding. ASTM-E-399-83 is a fracture

toughness test procedure.

Respondents were unable to talk about company specs because of proprietary processes.

Eighty percent of maraging steel is purchased soft. (solution annealled only), machined

or formed, and age hardened by a commercial or captive heat treater. The mill

recommends age hardg.ning at 950 degrees Fahrenheit for 6 hours under .no vacuum or/

atmosphere• This results a slight, discoloration no scale low shrinkage and distortion

and 25 ksi root ineh_/s fracture toughne_. Typical heat, treating costs range from .lO-.la

/

per pound. SophistiCated/or lengthy processes may ge more expensive. The heat treating '
/ • . ' ,r /

industry is characterized by price sensitivity and relatively low technology usage.

Furnace technology is mature. Components of a vacuum furnace system are chamber

size, chamber lining material, cooling, pumping, instrumentation, and cooling gas. A

conver:mtion with Abar Ipsen, the manufacturer of the E.G.&G. furnace, said only the

pumping and cooling gas offered somewhat unusual, though not, unique, features. The

pumping system had a nitrogen t_.-ap that provides greater cleanliness and improves the

vacuum. The cooling gas is helium, which provides for raster cooling. Overall, the

E.G.&G. furnace was built to provide a cleaner environment and greater controll

Material properties are oft en enhanced by cleaner envi,'onments.

Extent of Demand

Current demand for maraging steel is low. National annual usage for Vascomax 350 is

approximately 200,000-300,000 pounds. The 350 grade was introduced in the mid 1980s

and has experienced a 50_o increase in usage over the lasl. three years. For other grades

of maraging steel (200, 250, 300), annual usage is stable, compared to 350. belost end

users and heal: treating establishments said maraging steels represented a very small

percentage of their business, usually less than I0/%, and often, as low 1-3/%.
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We estimate 3700 establishments heat treat in the US. 1 Using Michigan _ a

benchmark, there are between 135-200 commercial heat treaters in Michigan of which

less than 15_ currently have vacuum furnaces. Furnace manufacturers project an

increase in usage of vacuum furnaces. The vacuum furnace marke_ is currently small.

Competition

The E.G.&G. heat treating technology has competition from existing heat treating

processes and other materials.

Regarding competitive heat treating processes, Teledyne Vasco says fracture toughness

values in the range of 36-42 ksi root, inches have been achieved wil,hout a vacuum

furnace using their recommended process. However, the mill only guarantees the 350

grade for fracture toughness up to 25 ksi.

According to E.G.&G. researchers, it would be difficult for an est,ablishment to convert,

from a nitrogen or argon vacuum process (commonly used g_es) to helium because of

furnace contamination. Processes and furnaces that use helium gas are rare. Therefore, '
q. /

application of the E.G.&G process technology would be mosS, app-opriate for new

furnace purchases, unless a met, hod for decontamination was found.

Some furnace manufacturers have developed software t,hal, embeds process controls.

Elements of a process that can be embedded include timing, temperature, etc. The

nature of theE.G.&G, process includes some activities, such as degreasing, which make

it more difficult to make into control software.

Other materials competing with maraging steel include II13, $2, $5, and 300M steel

grades. These materials could be considered to be inferior substitutes in terms of

properties. But when people make a comprehensive comparison including cost, product

life, etc., they cite adequaLe to good properties wit}_ lower cost supports a co_npeting

material acceptability. If an application needs superior structural properties, then a

maraging steel might be chosen. For tooling applications, use of the maraging steel

depends on volume; low volume uses tool steel and high volume benefits from maraging

ltleal_ Treating. Carol Stream, IL: tlitchcock Business Lists.



steel with the decision based on cost. Aerospace materials people are currently excited

about a new material, AS 1,t10, which is a, tensile strength 250 ksi stainless steel.

Environmental Trends

As always with aerospace, there is a trend to find lighter and stronger materials. The

trend in auto is also to use lighter materials. These are disadvantageous trends for steel

and steel processes.

Stage of Product Life Cycle

Heat treatment processes for maraging steels using a vacuum furnace are in tile

introduction to early growth stage, inferred by the 1991 revision to Mi1-S-46850 and

projected increase in vacuum furnace usage. E.E.&G. researched heat treatment

processes around 1984-85, approximately the same time Vaseomax 350 was introduced.

Industry Structure

Purchasers of a heat treating process would likely be large end users who perform in-

house heat treating or certify commercial heat treaters. We were unable to identify any

large firms or trends that support a need for a new process.
,[ /

The next likely group of purchasers of a heat treating process would be eommerdal heat

treaters. Commercial heat treaters are numerous and vary in size. Small firms

typically cannot justify a vacuum furnace purchase and large firms generally have their

own processes or are certified by large end users.

Mills recommend heat treating processes but should not be considered purchasers of a

heat treat process technology. Even if this were to change, there are only a few mills

producing maraging steel so revenue opportunities would likely be limited.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-

bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-

ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof,

i i i i I



Conclusion

We recommend no further commercialization activities for the heat t,reat_ment, process

for high strength steels. Re:_sons for this conclusion are:

1. No immediate need expressed for a material witch higher fracture t,ougllness
beyond what is currently available;

2. Current low and slow growth usage of inaraging steel;

3. Highly fragmented heat, treat_ market; and

4. Low likelihood of being able to capit, alize on a process trade secret,.
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List of Marketing Research Respondents

Abar Ipsen Industries
Bensalem, PA
William Miller

Aerospace Specification Metals
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Jim DonZanti

American Society of beletals (ASM)
Materials Park, OH
Don Baxter

Boeing Commercial Airplane Group
Seattle, WA
Don Goehler, James Guthrie, Tri Baines

Boeing Defense Division
Seattle, WA
Eldon Hunt, Bud Wright

Century Specialty ,r
Traverse City, MI
Mark Baleja

E.G.&G. Mound Applied Technologies
Miamisburg, OH
William Merton, Chuck Woods

Euclid Heat Treating
Cleveland, OH
John Vanish

General Dynamics Aerospace
Texas

Susan Kiehl-Breckton (aerospace), B_rton Boesser (land systems)
i

Sterling Aircraft Materials
Bohemia, NY

I I
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Surface Combustion Inc.

Maumee, OI{
John Collins

Teledyne Allvac/Vasco
Monroe, NC
Kent Wilson, Tom Whil_herford

Vasco-Pacific

Montebello, CA
Ron Hutuez, Richard P. Stemmler

Weiss Industries
Ohio

Larry Smith
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